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MemoMaster 3.5 from JBSoftware falls into this oversized category of software with a list of features from heaven and implementation from purgatory. MemoMaster (free) is basically a free text database, such as TreePad Lite, AskSam and several others, with an extensive list of additional functionalities. These add-ins include an Excel-compatible spreadsheet, the ability to create
completed forms, import/export Word and Excel files, and very rich formatting options. Most of these features work - kind of. First, a few warnings. The downloaded file is a version of the shareware, with many features enabled, that disappear after 30 days when you go to the free version. There is a private version, which has the same feature set as the free version, but which
costs $19 and removes the nag screen from the window. Then there are the Small Office and Enterprise versions, which offer progressively more features at progressively higher prices. Unfortunately, most really Cool features require a minimal version of The Little Office; when a 30-day trial expires, the feature set collapses considerably. On this 30-day mark, the calculation field -
essentially a spreadsheet memo - loses the ability to calculate, becoming just a large network in which you can type numbers. You cannot create templates. You can't even drag-and-drop items to rearrange them in outline (although you can still move them to folders by selecting a menu). While MemoMaster's shareware feature set is impressive, it's also a bit odd. Its Microsoft
Word import does not process some types of formatting perfectly, although I did not notice any apparent data loss. Kalc sheet has a very rich set of functions, but if you incorrectly enter a formula, it does not warn you or allow you to re-enter; simply deletes the cell without an error message or warning. Type a long formula and leave one parenthe code and retype it. There is a slight
sluggishness to the interface responsiveness. Once I created the new memo, I got the invalid section number error that required me to reject the error dialog five times in a row; however, I could not replicate the sequence that led to this error. On the plus side, and there are a lot of positives, MemoMaster has plenty of features to add information to your data - icon labels and
background colors, for example. However, many other features, such as links between memos, formatted tables, and detailed search results, are available only in commercial versions. MemoMaster spares no opportunity to remind you of this, as non-functional features appear to be available until you try to use them. They didn't even get gray; You actually have to try to use the
feature to find out if you have access to the backseament. MemoMaster 3.5 is a program I would really love, but the free version is too rare for my needs, and my experience with the occasional wackiness of shareware version functionality makes me hesitant to pay. Recommend download, though, as there are a lot of good ideas here. Even if the free version doesn't have what
you need, it can prove to you that one of the paid versions has.-- Ian Harac Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Each student has different goals and therefore different approaches to learning English. But some tips and tools are likely to help most English learners. Let's start
with the three most important rules: The most important rule to remember is that learning English is a process. It takes time, and it takes a lot of patience! If you are patient, you will improve your English. The most important thing is to create a plan and follow that plan. Start with your English language learning goals, then make a specific plan for success. Patience is key to
improving the English language, so go slowly and focus on your goals. Soon you'll speak good English if you stick to the plan. It is absolutely necessary for learning English to become a habit. In other words, you should work in English every day. It is not necessary to learn grammar every day. However, you should listen, watch, read or speak English every day - even if it is for a
short time. It is much better to learn 20 minutes a day than to study for two hours twice a week. Have patience: Remember that language learning is a gradual process — this doesn't happen overnight. Define your learning goals early: What do you want to learn and why? Make learning a habit: Try to learn something every day. It is much better to learn (or read, or listen to English
news, etc.) for 10 minutes every day than to study for 2 hours once a week. Choose your materials well: You will need reading, grammar, writing, speaking and listening materials. Change your learning routine: It's best to do different things every day to keep different relationships between each area active. In other words, don't just learn grammar. Find friends: Finding friends to
learn and talk to in priceless and learning English together can be very encouraging. Keep it interesting: Choose listening and reading materials that relate to what you're interested in. Being interested in the topic will make learning more enjoyable - therefore more effective. Associate grammar with practical use: Grammar alone doesn't help you use languages. You should practice
what you are learning by actively employing it. Use reading to help with other English skills: Reading can be used to help with vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and more. Bend the muscles of the mouth: Understanding something does not mean that the muscles of the mouth can make sounds. Practice saying what you learn aloud. It may seem strange, but it's very effective.
Exercises like tongue curlers can help improve your flexibility. Communicate: Grammar exercises are great, but yes your friend on another world understands your email Fantastic! Use the Internet: The Internet is the most exciting, unlimited English resource anyone can imagine and it's within your grasp. Movies (or movies) have become an important part of almost everyone's life.
Hollywood, Bollywood and many other film centers make a wide variety of movies to keep us entertained. This lesson focuses on encouraging students to talk about some of their favorite movies by asking students to talk about examples of different movies they like. Then the students write short plot summaries to share with each other. Goal: Talk about movies to practice and
learn new vocabulary related to movies/movies Activity: An initial conversation followed by group work for writing practice Level: Medium Outline: Start your lesson by asking students what type of movies there is. Make a few suggestions for recent movies using some of the movie types to get students started. Giving a sheet with fast definitions of different types of film. Do students
have to enter small groups and try to come up with at least one movie for each type of film. Present the idea of a conspiracy. As a class, choose a movie that everyone is familiar with. On the board, write a quick summary of the plot. Each student then selects the film and writes a short summary of the plot for the film. For the students to imagine couples. The students describe their
chosen films to each other. Students should take notes on each other's films. Students change partners and describe the plot of their first partner's film to another student. Exercise 1: Movie Types Try to come up with one example for each type of movie. Exercise 2: Plot Summary You can describe movies talking about their plot. Think about the movie you enjoyed and write a
summary of the plot. Action is the film's general story. For example, a boy meets a girl. A boy falls in love with a girl. The girl doesn't like the boy back. The boy finally convinces the girl that he's the right guy. Give students these brief descriptions of the following common film genres. Horror horror movies show a lot of monsters like Frankenstein or Dracula. The goal of horror
movies is to make you scream and be afraid, very afraid! Action action movies are movies where heroes have a lot of battles, do amazing stunts and drive fast. Martial arts films showcase martial arts such as judo, taekwondo and so on. Bruce Lee made very famous martial arts films. Adventure Adventure movies are like action movies, but they take place in exotic places.
Adventure films include pirate movies, historical adventures such as sailing around the world and exploring space. Comedy There are many different kinds of comic films. In general, comedies make you laugh - a lot! Romance Love Movies are love stories made to melt our hearts with stories about how people find each other and fall in love. Many romances are romantic
comedies. Romantic comedy Romantic comedies are sweet movies include romance, but also a lot of funny moments. Moments. Mockumentary is kind of a jokey documentary. In other words, the film is like a documentary, but about something that doesn't really exist. Mockumentaries are often comedies, such as Borat. Documentary Documentary is a documentary that explores
some real story that is very interesting for a number of reasons. Many documentaries look at the causes of the world's problems or new kinds of scientific discoveries. Animated animated films are sometimes cartoons such as Disney movies. However, with computer animation, many cartoons are now animated films. Animated films use computer graphics to make elaborate stories
about adventures, comedies and more. Biographical biographical films focus on someone's life story. These movies are usually about very famous people. Biographical films are also often documentaries. Disaster movies are kind of an adventure movie. Unfortunately, disaster films focus on the terrible things that happen to us like the end-of-the-world movies of 2012. Superhero
movies are also a kind of adventure film. These films feature superhero comics such as Superman, Batman and Spiderman. Sci-fi sci-fi films are set in the future and may be about other planets, or just the future of our planet Earth. Sci-fi films often feature many elements of adventure films such as chases and battles. Drama films are often sad stories about difficult life situations
such as fighting cancer or difficult love stories. Historical drama Historical Dramas is based on real events that have happened in the past that are historically important. Thriller Thrillers is spy or spy stories that are similar to adventure movies but often feature international spy rings, or countries trying to uncover secrets about each other. Detective Story Detective Stories focuses
on solving crimes. Usually, there is a detective who has to find out who committed the crime before the criminal commits other horrific crimes. Crimes.
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